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“The process is in place and working properly, but the
inefficiency of transferring data between Point A and
Point B is becoming a real concern.” For a data cen-

ter such as ours, which processes data from remote locations, this
comment was cause for serious concern. However, as this article
will demonstrate, by integrating a ZIP compression product for
the OS/390 environment into our processes, we were able to elim-
inate the problem of lengthy data transfers and cross-platform
compatibility issues.

BACKGROUND

Health Management Systems (HMS) is a New York-based
company that provides consulting and data processing services to
inner-city hospitals. We use proprietary software to process
claims for client hospitals which, in turn, generate an accounts
receivable item for the client.

Founded in 1974, HMS is one of the largest healthcare infor-
mation technology companies in the nation. HMS provides such
services as decision support, revenue cycle management, and payment
systems and services to healthcare organizations nationwide,
including multi-system delivery networks, hospitals, home health
agencies, managed care organizations, commercial insurers, and
long-term care facilities. In working with HMS, providers have
achieved increased revenue, accelerated cash flow, cost savings,
and operational efficiencies. HMS also offers software tools and
consulting services on an outsourcing basis.

DEFINING THE PROBLEM

To understand the business problem we faced, it is important to
focus on the job that HMS performs. As a provider of data pro-
cessing for hospitals, HMS receives financial and insurance data on
a regular basis as part of a hospital’s normal operations. This data
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is then processed using proprietary software. Once processing is
completed, claim (billing) information is generated. Each item of
information is a claim by the hospital for payment of services.
This claim information creates an accounts receivable line item
for the hospital.

The claims are then sent to one of two places. In the first scenario,
HMS sends the resulting claim information back to its original
source hospital. The hospital then sends the
claim information to insurance agencies and
government entities for payment. In the sec-
ond scenario, HMS sends the resulting
claim information directly to insurance
agencies and government entities based
upon prearranged agreements with the
source hospital.

The process structure is quite clear and
uncomplicated. However, the problem
HMS faced was not a result of how we
processed claims; rather, the problem was a
result of a simple logistical question: How
can large volumes of data be frequently
moved from Point A to Point B via an expe-
dient, low-cost method?

HMS was familiar with various forms
of data transfer such as emailing the data, sending data via FTP,
and physically shipping data on tapes. Depending upon the vol-
ume of data being transferred, HMS would receive and send
files via these methods. However, each method possesses its
own unique drawbacks.

We use email attachments to send data between two systems.
However, with the file size limitations of most email servers, it is
impractical, not to mention impossible, to try to send a 33MB file
via email. Additionally, file transfer processes can create data
integrity issues. Dropped packets of data or network problems can
do enough damage to a transferred file, thus making the file unus-
able on the receiving system. Many times, we must resend the
data, which takes up additional time that we could be using to
process the data.

A large data file that is transferred via FTP can take several
hours. This creates a problem with files that do not arrive within an
acceptable timeframe. Processing schedules are designed to devote
limited resources for maximum return. However, if expensive
resources are being underutilized because the data has not arrived,
then a problem exists.

Tapes that are physically shipped possess their own set of unique
problems, including delivery of data outside an acceptable time-
frame, unforeseen delays and cost. Data shipped via a courier can
take several hours or more than 24 hours to deliver based upon the
physical location of the data center in respect to the physical location
of the hospital or insurance/government entity. Added into this
equation are weather conditions and unpredictable events. A
snowstorm or wreck can delay the delivery of the tapes. Moreover,
the greatest problem is cost. The weight of the tapes, distance and
frequency of transfer all add up to an expensive alternative to
electronic transfer of data.

A second transfer-related issue, platform independence, was also
a concern for us. HMS’ proprietary software runs on the OS/390
platform to generate claim information from the raw data. The

client hospitals and insurance/government entities were using
different platform architectures. Issues such as formatting of the
data, record lengths, and EBCDIC or ASCII translation are only a
few of the considerations that we needed to resolve before we could
transfer data between platforms.

The bottom line was that HMS needed to move data between the
mainframe and the client’s system quickly to be able to process the

data in a timely manner.

SEARCHING FOR A SOLUTION

Because of the transfer-related prob-
lems we were experiencing, I was directed
by HMS management to find a solution.
The ideal solution would be to move the
files via electronic transfer. Either through
email or via FTP, an electronic transfer
would be faster, cheaper and easier for
HMS’ operational environment.
Additionally, many of the files were
already being transferred via email or
FTP, so the processes were already in
place. However, the question remained as
to what we could do to reduce the transfer

times to an acceptable level.
After thinking the problem through, I determined that I had

two choices: either install dedicated leased lines between each
client and us or compress the data before transmitting it. I
quickly realized that data compression could be the answer. I
frequently used data compression on my PC to transfer large
files via email. The problem HMS faced was the same, just on a
much larger scale. Sure, numerous data compression products
existed on the PC. However, I was not sure if data compression
existed for the OS/390.

My thinking was that since data was being sent to and from the
OS/390, then the compression product should be located on the
OS/390 system. By utilizing ZIP within the OS/390 environment,
the transfer process would be much faster and require less man-
power than having to move the data from the OS/390 to the PC
for compression and decompression. Extra steps like porting the
data to the PC for compression would only increase the process’
time and complexity.

I had to find a utility that operated within the OS/390 operating
environment and provided compression and decompression abili-
ties. While searching the Internet for ZIP compression utilities for
the OS/390 system, I came across PKZIP MVS from ASCENT
SOLUTIONS Inc. (ASi).

SELECTION

After reviewing the product literature on ASi’s Web site
(www.asizip.com), I discovered that PKZIP MVS compresses and
decompresses data directly within the OS/390 environment. The
Web site indicated that the product could compress many files up to
and above 90 percent. Additionally, PKZIP MVS creates a ZIP
cross-platform compatible compressed file. With strong compression
and the ability to cross platforms available in one product, I was inter-
ested. However, I needed to test the product within HMS’ own
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OS/390 environment before we could make
any final decisions.

ASi distributes PKZIP MVS as a 30-day
fully functional evaluation. I downloaded
a copy from the company’s Web site and
quickly went to work to install the prod-
uct. In about 25 minutes, I installed the
product directly on the OS/390 and I was
ready to test.

I performed a series of tests, including
transmitting files from OS/390 to our LAN.
I observed that results varied based upon the
type of data in the files being compressed.
However, 75 percent to 85 percent compres-
sion was the average compression level for
most of the text files. The best result was on
a 33MB file, which used 49 cylinders on a
3390 Mod 9 on OS/390. Without compres-
sion, the file transmitted in 22.3 seconds,
used .52 CPU minutes, and executed 9463
EXCPs. When PKZIP MVS was used, the
file size was only 3.8MB and used six
cylinders on a 3390 Mod 9. Compression
took only 2.86 CPU minutes with 11011
EXCPs to achieve almost 90 percent com-
pression. With compression, the file was
transmitted in 4.260 seconds, used .21 CPU
minutes and executed 1439 EXCPs.

When transferring data between PC to
PC, you do not have to worry about
EBCDIC-to-ASCII conversion or cross-
platform compatibility. However, when
EBCDIC data is compressed on the OS/390,
cross-platform compatibility issues become
very important. HMS sends data from the
OS/390 environment to such different
environments as z/OS, Unix, Linux, VAX
and Windows.

If a compression utility is located in the
HMS OS/390 environment, the utility
must be able to send data that can be

decompressed on other platforms.
Additionally, compressed data originating
from different environments must be able
to be decompressed directly on HMS’s
OS/390. Without cross-platform compati-
bility, data compression would not be a
viable solution.

The cross-platform compatibility was
easy to test. HMS sent ZIP compatible
compressed data created by PKZIP MVS
on our OS/390 to test systems running
different operating systems. Each time,
our test systems we were able to decom-
press the data. We also had test systems
running different environments send ZIP
compatible compressed data to HMS. We
were able to decompress the data directly
in the OS/390 environment.

To be complete, I reviewed product lit-
erature for other data compression utilities
for the OS/390. Most of these products
were freeware/shareware that was distrib-
uted on an “as is” basis with little support
for the product. I was extremely reluctant
to introduce this type of software into a
production environment. However, after
testing PKZIP MVS and seeing the results
generated from the tests in comparison to
the functionality of other products, and
the high quality product support, I felt
confident that PKZIP MVS was the solu-
tion for our operational environment.
Data compression was the solution for our
transfer problems.

IMPLEMENTATION

Since PKZIP MVS was already installed
on the OS/390 system, I contacted ASi to
secure a permanent license for the product
and began to integrate it into the production

environment. Client hospitals now send
data in ZIP format to HMS. Once the data
is received, HMS unzips the data on the
OS/390. Once unzipped, the data is
processed utilizing HMS’ proprietary soft-
ware. Then, the data is compressed into ZIP
format. The ZIP formatted archive is then
ready to be sent to either the source hospi-
tal or to insurance/government entities.
Data compression allows us to compress
large files that will be transmitted either
across the Internet or across our
LAN/WAN. Since files are typically com-
pressed by 90 percent, transmission
throughput is extremely high.

LESSONS LEARNED

Of the many concerns our data center faced
during the course of operations — the timely
transfer of volumes of data between remote
locations and across platforms — is no longer
an issue. By integrating a ZIP compression
solution directly within our OS/390 platform,
we were able to solve several transfer-related
issues that had been robbing us of efficient
data processing. By reducing the time to
transfer data, HMS has realized the benefits
of increased time to process data, decreased
congestion on LAN/WAN, and reduced cost
of operation.  
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